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About This Game

Hop into a challenging platforming adventure with the little treasure hunter Timmy! Run and jump your way through rooms full
of spikes, pits, and other deadly dangers. Do you have what it takes to conquer the dangerous dungeons and reach the legendary

treasure?

GAME FEATURES:
- Over 60 challenging levels, including bosses and secret stages!

- Stylish and retro pixel art graphics!
- SNES inspired retro soundtrack by KungFuFurby!

- Time Trial mode for speedrunners!
- Steam achievements to prove your dungeon mastery!

- Xbox controller support!
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eeeeeeeeeeeeeeee E. This game is fun but I find it can be a bit hard to play. My biggest issue is that when you destroy a ship, it
doesnt have that nice feeling of blowing something up.

6/10. Great Game overall, i'll list some pros and cons

Pros:
+Godlike Graphics, at least if you are used to a Windows XP Laptop without any VRAM
+Even though you have these literally gorgeous Graphics, you still get whopping 5-10 FPS
+Great Storytelling, amazig English as well as great Depth in the Story, its easy to follow
+Combat is literally 10/10, feels overwhelmingly balanced
+Great character design and development

Cons:
-You are a ♥♥♥♥ing Tomato
-What the ♥♥♥♥ is even going on
-What even is this story
-You either have 2 FPS or its too dark to see
-Not only is every single aspect of the game horrendous but even on easy you cant do jack♥♥♥♥♥♥against the enemies, so
you cant even complete this piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥on easy

All in all Meme/10 game, just buy this♥♥♥♥♥♥ totally worth 4€. amazing software!
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exactly what you need when you've got a high performance system and want it set up to par. Goooooooooooooood game!
+cards
+100 achievements
9/10
Waiting for 3 parts!. Can't remeber as i was under the influence. A very difficult yet fun puzzle game. I would only recommend
this to players who enjoy puzzle games, because it's pretty difficult, and takes some time. Also, the game is fairly short. Once
you beat it, there isn't really any replay-ability in this game. Overall, I would recommend this to people who love puzzle games,
but otherwise, not really worth it.
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Interesting and pretty good game where you have to use imagination and be creative for passing some levels... The soundtrack is
also pretty good.. Really good point and click game, lasted for hours, and hours. Nice graphics, reasonable story, good ending.
. Fun, puzzling, and a great throwback to games like Rampage.. INCREDIBLY short, very simple stealth-based action game
following a mother wolf in search of her captured pup.

Pretty visuals, a little replayability, some bugginess.

BE AWARE, some of the Steam achievements don't work.

But for $6, I got an hour of entertainment out of it and got to feel like a vengeful spirit of nature, so not bad!. This game is a fun
simulation of the decline of the USSR that balances the complexity of geopolitics and the fun of shaping the world to make an
enjoyable, yet imperfect experience. The gameplay revolves around managing the spending of the USSR, maintaining
international diplomatic relations, and gently stepping through domestic policy. This means you'll have to lose a few times
before you start to get the hang of the game. The main flaws of the game, however, are the poor job done to explain what
everything does (you won't figure out what funding something does until someone gets mad at you for cutting their pay) and the
English translation, which is somewhat sloppy at times. At $4.99 it's worth the buy but on sale it's especially worth picking up..
this game is really fun, and i recommend not using the VR headset it kinda gets in the way of immersing yourself in the game..
but other than that guys it's a fun game i recommend it ... buy this game. Game really sucks and wouldnt play it for fun, but i
made a 6 cents profit from afking and getting trading cards.Also i got it on sale.
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